ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS & REPORTING COLLABORATIVE

Get to Know Us
At a time when building capacity and promoting improvements in education accountability and reporting has never been more important, the Accountability Systems & Reporting (ASR) Collaborative is at the forefront of the field, sharing the most promising practices. As a CCSSO member, we’re committed to helping you succeed and elevating your voice in important conversations. Our members are leading the design of state systems that are innovative, equity-focused, compliant, technically sound, and responsive.

Our Focus in 2020-2021
The educational landscape has been shaken by the COVID-19 pandemic, and our members are leading the response to address the range of assessment, accountability, and reporting issues that have emerged. We’ll steer the national conversation through webinars, meetings, and reports to help our peers effectively respond to this new reality. At the same time, we will keep identifying and sharing innovative accountability practices to ensure leaders are meeting the needs of all students – especially students who are underserved.

Benefits of Our Collaborative
At our invitation-only virtual and in-person events, you’ll work with fellow experts in accountability systems to share learnings and solve challenges that address Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) systems as well as broader strategies that elevate the effectiveness and quality of local, state, and federal school accountability and reporting practices. Here are just a few highlights from the ASR Collaborative’s previous year:

• Created a suite of resources to help our peers maintain best-in-class reporting systems.
• Schools are now adopting our evidence-based strategies to meet state equity goals.
• States have tapped ASR members to lead the planning to better include alternative schools in state accountability systems.

Here’s Where You’ll Find Us
For the 2020-2021 program year, meetings will be held in-person when possible, and virtually when necessary due to safety. Any in-person meetings will also include the option to participate virtually. The ASR Collaborative meeting dates for this program year are:

• October 21-22, 2020
• February 23-24, 2021 (Jacksonville, FL)
• June 24-25, 2021 (Minneapolis, MN)
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